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UMO Student Government President Tim Keating has led
campus student leaders through many a month of scandal,
swindle, and silliness, but it is no secret that he is ready.
willing and able to give up his seat of power to an ambitious
successor. Those students stumping for the chance to step
down into the basement throne, into an office of haphazard
memos and press leaks. into the midst of committee power
struggles. have discussed their political views with Campus
reporters. We present a composite picture of the 1974
campaign on pages 9 and 10 of today's Campus. It's your
choice—spend your vote to raise your voice.
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Snow aborts executive ji
b) Jeff Beebe
An executive retreat to the Moonlight
Mountain Inn in Rangely for the University
of Maine Administrative Council and the
Chancellor's staff was cancelled this week
due to the untimely snowstorm that
dumped six inches of snow on many areas
of Maine.
The meeting. which would have run from
noon Wednesday to noon Thursday. was a
regularl% scheduled monthly meeting of
the group. The caucus was moved to the
Bangor office of the Chancellor instead.
According to Herb Fowle. Vice
Chancellor for Financial Affairs, one of the
topics to be discussed at the meeting was
the proposal to increase tuition rates at
UMO by $50 next fall.
The Administrative Council is composed
of the presidents of the sus en campuses of
the Super-U system. The total distance that
would have been tra%cled by the council
mcmbers to reach the Rangley retreat is
Illh miles one way as opposed to 577 to
the Bangor site.
When contacted Tuesday night, the
Moonlight Mountain Inn's owner. Jack
Douglas. refused to release reservation
figures or any details regarding the
overnight meeting on the phone.
"Don't you think that's kind of private to
be giving over the phone?" he remarked.
and added he would release the
information if it as requested on a
Campus letterhead. after "checking out"
the request.
The ('hancellor's office could give no
details, but a secretary there remarked
Thursday afternoon that this type of retreat
is *not unusual.' "Once- a year or so they
like to just kind of break out of things.
shake out some new thoughts. They do that
quite often here in this office." she said.
The secretary thought the group had me
in the Rangely area "six or seven year
ago." but added the regular schedule ha
now been resumed and the retreat will tic
be reset at a later date. The May
meeting v.-ill be at 107 Main St. Bango
office.
Vice President for Academic Affair
James Clark said the group has met fi
places throughout the state in the past. bu
never on the Orono campus to hi
knowledge.
Vice President for Finance an
Administration at UMO Jack Blake said hi
wasn't going to be included in the retrea
discussions, because "the rest of u!
chickens must stay home and work.•'
In an unrelated interview earlier thii
week. Blake outlined university busmes
spending policies for Campus reporter Bil
Legere. and said —the normal mode o
living" is the standard set by UMO foi
staff spending on tra% el and accommoda
t ions.
Blake. who oversees and administer,
uni%ersity policies in this area, admits tht
phrase is hard to define. A number 01
expenses are not re-imbursable. he said.
hut proof of all expenses is not required
For example. although purchase o1
alcoholic beverages is not re-imbursable
receipts are not required for meals.
Receipts are not necessary for taxi fares.
tolls, hourly parking. telephone calls or
tips. because they are often difficult to
obtain for these items, he added. Receipts
are necessary. Blake said, for car rentals.
lodging. airfares. and overnight parking.
The university "Travel Expense
Voucher** lists policy on modes of travel:
coach or economy only on airlines, buses
and railroads; air travel insurance of up to$2.50 per trip: and. effective July 1. $12
per mile for use of personal cart provided a
University car is not available).
Petition supporting Trustees' decision
on symposium gains 244 signatures
A petition supporting the Board of
Trustees' decision to allow the state gay
symposium to be held at UMO next
weekend was forwarded to trustee
chairman Lawrence Cutler this week,
bearing the signatures of 244 uni% ersity
employes . including faculty, staff, and
administrators.
Philosophy instructor Robert Craig.
who initiated the support drive three
weeks ago along w ith other faculty
members, said the goal of demonstra-
ting solid employe support of the
trustee decision had been reached.
think we have demonstrated that no
matter how unpopular a group or an
idea might be that the university should
protect their rights."
The petition contained the names of
se%eral deans and department chair-
men. and Craig said 10 departments
gave the support of one third or more of
their respective faculties. The petition
was also signed by 14 employes of the
Bangor campus nd b% numerous
teaching assistants. library and
counseling personnel, secretaries and
classified employes.
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The UMVETS new lounge
officially opened last Wednesday,
in a self-renovated basement in
Fernald Hall. The focal point of
the lounge is a mural, shown
above, painted by the veterans
themselves, after Asst. Professor
Decker's art class failed to show
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Blake said UMO has had problems with
accountability for travel expenses — mostly
from new employes. unfamiliar with the
policy." He says the firm that audits the
Jack Blake
University's budget has complained in the
past of insufficient, illegible or unsigned
receipts for travel. but the problem "has
been cleared up by tightening the policy."
He said extravagance is discouraged
because "each department's travel funds
are limited." Expenses arc checked by the
employ c•s direct supervisor. the University
Council passes
Controller, and the Universit% Accounting
Department. Ultimately, the expenses are
checked by the outside auditor as well.
Occasionally. travel expense vouchers
•
James Clark
are returned to the employe for
clarification, or a request for payment will
be denied. When that happens. Blake said
reaction ranges from anger to embarass-
mem, usually accompanied by an apology.
Are there serious abuses of the travel
expense policy? "We do what we can to
discourage extravagance. but we're only
human... -.aid Blake.
accredited
field experience concept
Committing itself to an idea suggested
by President Howard R. !Seville in his
"New Beginning" address, the UMO
Council of Colleges passed Tuesday a
proposal which will implement accredited
field experiences in the six colleges of
UMO.
However, a proposal to make finals
optional for graduating seniors this
semester, which was unanimously passed
in the UMO Senate and carried strong
student support. fell to a resounding
defeat.
Tit v successful field experience plan
advanced by the General Student Senate
Academic Affairs Committee, will allow
students to include at least 12 hours of field
work in their schedules. The field
experience program is viewed by
committee members as beneficial to
students, allowing a greater balance
between academic experience and practical
use of education.
The field experience program will:
•Allnw the student to apply the
theoretical in concrete situations:
•Bring students out of isolation and put
them in contact with non-university.
communities:
•Put the student in a problem—solving
frameiiork which would requite greater
personal invo:vement and sell commit-
ment:
•Provide an opportunity for personal
student growth through application of their
own value systems along with academia:
and
•Increase the university's commitment
to public service.
Although the idea was readily accepted
there were some reservations expressed
about the implementation of the concept.
The plan would be implemented through a
central coordinating office. Equal numbers
of students and faculty Ain flI'ItU III
the planning at each ley el Of
implementation.
Professor George Cunningham voiced
the fear that such a central office would be
too permanent and possibly dominating.
the point was made that this office would
be needed to keep a resource inventory to
prevent problems such as departmental
duplication with the same accreditation
agencies.
Other questions involved doubts about
grading procedure. scheduling problems,
and student and faculty enthusiasm for the
program.
Despite such reservations, the council
voted to endorst: the concept or idea. set up
the coordinating office, and to have each
•F1NALS• see page 4
UMVETS make the move
from closet to new lounge
The UMVEIS finally tound their way
out of a janitor's closet on the third floor of
the Memorial Union after six years. and
opened their new lounge in the basement
of Fernald Hall last Wednesday.
The UMVETS renovated the basement
themselves, pouring cement for the walls
and floor and repairing and painting walls
and windows. The vets received the space
in Fernald on the condition they supply the
labor to rebuild the area. The Student
Senate contributed $500 for the project and
President Howard R. Neville gave $400
from his contigency funds.
The vets had originally ordered a mural
from UMO's Associate Professor of Art
Dave Decker's advanced art class, but the
class never showed up to do the work and
the UMVETS painted the mural last
weekend.
The mural covers the north wall of the
lounge, and w as ordered last semester by
the UMVETS: the vets were given
three-four possible dates the art class could
do the N ork. and settled on the week before
vacation. A check had been drawn up for
the materials and paint was not needed as
the painting crew never arrived.
Waiting as long as he could to insure the
mural was complete for the Open House
last Wednesday. Rick Folsom. President of
UMVETS, decided the vets would try out
their own artistic talenis. !Dave Smith, a
member of the club, created the design,
and Rick and Debby Folsom. Dave and
Chris Smith. and Holly Paradis did the
painting.
The mural begins on the left with a
Kilroy representation. The central portion
symbolizes the transition from soldier to
civilian, and the right hand portion
portrays the word UMVETS balancing on
the fingertips of a hand.
•
•
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What's on
FRIDA) 4PRI1 12
MULTI-MEDIA—IVCF presents Twen-
ty-one Hundred Multi-Media Communica-
tion, 7:30 p.m. in the Damn Yankee Room.
Free admission.
FILM—MUAB movie "Bang the Drum
Slowly". 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Hauck.
CONCERT—John Sebastian and his
back-up band. 8 p.m. in the Memorial
Gym. Tickets S3.00 for general admission.
MEETING—Wilde-Stein Club meeting
at p.m. in the Coe Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
SPEAKER—Rev. Phillip Berrigan.
peace activist and ex-convict, will speak on
the topic "Struggle Within: Symposium on
Prisons and Related Problems". Also John
Erwin. Associate Professor os sociology at
San Francisco State College. 7:30 p.m. in
Lengyel Gym.
SATURDAY, APRIL 13
MULTI-MEDIA—IVCF presents Twent%
one Hundred Multi-Media Communit
tion. 7:30 p.m. in the Damn Yankee Room
Free.
FILM MUAB movie "Cabaret". 7 an.1
9:30 p.m. in Hauck. Admission 75 cents
SUNDAY, APRIL 14
FILM—"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes".
1:30 and 3:30 p.m. in 100 Nutting.
FUN 'N GAMES—Annual MUAB Easter
Egg Hunt in the Memorial Union.
MONDAY. APRIL 15
PHOTOGRAPHY—Color photography
seminar with Paul Knaut at 7 p.m. in the
Bangor Room.
CANDIDATES—Memorial Union's
"Meet the Candidates" series, this week:
Stanley J. Sproul. 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge.
•
New study asks freshmen
to evaluate grading system
A re-evaluation of grading procedures
professors is the goal of a present study by
Dr. Richard M. Rychman and UMO senior
Roger Pelletier.
The study consists of student evaluations
of professors and their particular grading
system in terms of different student
personalities. In the study. 1.000 freshmen
have been given a hypothetical situation to
respond to.
Each situation refers to a particular
grading procedure. The freshmen were
asked to rate the personality characteristics
of the professor. i.e. con-ipetent-in lope-
tent: interesting-not interesting; „ spon-
sible-irresponsible. Also, the freshmen
wpr 2c1“-d1 Fon.. much the, rrOlaFtly
learn from the class. thc chance of taking
the professor again, and what their input
into the class would be.
"Hopefully." said Rychman. ' 'T he
results of study w ill have implications
for the faculty. If the results are in negative
tersm. certain systems of grading won't be
conducive to learning."
Rychman also hopes that the results of
the study will encourage professors to use
a grading system that will benefit both
professors and students. "We should be
able to find out how many students actually
are turned off by a particular grading
system. Then we can fix the grading
procedures to invoke students more in
class." he said.
But Rychman emphasites that it is not
possible to please all the students when it
comes to grading. "If the professor's
rurpdy..e
chance to gel all involved.- Rychman Said.
The data on the subject is extensive. so
konelusions aren't expected until mid I Q75.
:le said.
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FOR SENIORS ONLY:
Sullivan Ford Sales announces a new
finance plan especially designed for 1.-•ou.
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AFRICA
EUROPE ISRAEL
Travel. discounts year
round Intl Student Travel
Center 739 Boylston St
Suite 113 Boston. Te'
6171 267-1122.
TRANSWORLD
RESEARCH CO. DEPT J3
P.O. Box 503, Corte
OVERSEAS JOBS —
Australia, Europe, S.
America Africa. Students
of all professions and
occupations $700 to $3000
monthly. Expenses paid.
overtime. sightseeing.
Free information
LEAD GUITARIST—
Seeks paying gig for the
summer in Bangor area
with established band.
Have 6 years experience,
own equipment. & tran-
spo. Mostly into blues-
rock. Call 821-759b
Interested ii no-frills low
cost jet travel to Europe.
the Middle East. the Far
East, Africa')
EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you
find the least expensive
way to get there. Phone us
toll-free at (8001 223-5569.
LABREE'S BAKERY
irated cakes and
rIcr batAcry ;.-,roducts
We deliver to dorms
Tel. 827-2429
0 d Tow.
Body shop
324 North Main St.
)Id Town
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Glass Replacements
also Tune-Ups
Radiator Repairs
Free Estimates
T 827-2400
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Rice & Tyler Co
Westgate Plaza Bangor
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CEAC head plans priorities survey for employes
by Paul Beth
The new chairperson of the Classified
Employes Advisory Council (CEAC)
intends to provide firm direction. "It's
never had any direction", Frank St. Louis
said, after a majority of the 35-member
council elected him Tuesday. "There's
been division within the council because of
it.
CEAC was formed by president
Winthrop Libby to recommend ways to
improve the working environment of the
classified employes. Approximately 1.345
employes arc represented by this
popularly-elected council.
According to St. Louis. some of its
members in the past have failed to
adequately represent the interests of the
employes.
"Sonic", he said. "worried more about
the administration's interests. The
council's function to represent the
Firma St. Look
employes". St. Louis contended. "not the
St. Louis, who works in Winslow Hall as
Optional finals rejected
by Council of Colleges
• continued from page 2
college of the university look into the
plan's feasibility within their own
structures.
The council downed the optional finals
issue with a large majority in opposition.
Student Government President Tim
Keating. who led the support of the
resolution at the meeting. said he thought
the council had done "a disservice to the
senior class."
Keating said the student faction was
joined in the voting only by Finance and
Administration Vice President John Blake
and Maryann Hartman. asst. prof. of
speech.
"The council failed to respond to the
Senate's arguments." charged Keating.
"People were saying all these problems--
the energy crisis, moving, jobs,
graduation, and all that—were peripheral
issues. This is a poor attitude."
It may be Spring, but the
heaviest storm of the year made
its way through Maine Tuesday
and Wednesday, leaving up to
fourteen inches of snow in some
areas. A boon for ski areas, it also
No member of the UMO faculty spoke in
support of the proposal. and although
Keating said they weren't expecting
widespread support. he termed the lack of
faculty support "shitty."
"I was disappointed in the council vote.
and very disappointed the faculty didn't
speak." said Keating. "This is not a
peripheral issue." he claimed.
At the meeting history professor Clark
Reynolds attempted to refute the argument
put forth in the senate resolution, stating
final exams are not used as an educational
device but as a grading device. "Art and
Sciences pcople feel finals are a definite
part of the student's education." he
claimed.
A similiar proposal brought before the
council in spring 1965 was also thrown out
by a large margin, which recommended all
seniors with grades of -13" or better be
excused from finals.
made for some snowballing, as
seen in this snowman atop the
roof of one of the Cabins. With
warm weather expected, the
covering shouldn't last long,
however. Ward photo
head janitor, will begin his year in office by
establishing a rcasearch committee
composed of CEAC members. The panel
will compile and distribute a questionnaire.
Classified employes will be asked to set
CEAC's priorities.
Acknowledging the research commit-
tee's responsibility for the survey's final
design, St. Louis asked to respond to. They
could be asked, he speculated. whether the
retirement plan needs to be revised. At
present the university is the sole
contributor to the pension plan. Classified
employes should have the opportunity to
add to the fund if they want, he contended.
Faculty and staff already contribute to their
retirement plan.
The current pay plan. St. Louis said,
provides little incentive for personal
iniatiye. Employes could be quizzed. he
suggested. on the need to revamp the plan
now in force.
"After an employe has worked here for
five to seven years, he is placed on a step
plan where raises are granted automa-
tically after five year intervals", he
explained. Except for cost-of-living wage
increases which everyone receives, an
individual has no chance for a merit raise,
he said.
"All employes should have a choice on
whether they want to be represented by a
collective bargaining agent". the Veazie
resident stated, indicating the question-
naire could provide an opportunity to make
this choice.
St. Louis, who doubles as president
local 1824, American Federation of State.
County and Municipal Employes. said the
union is purely a political arm. "Members
pay the union to lobby in Augusta and to
represent them in grievances". said St.
Louis, who was instrumental in organizing
the 200 member local five years ago.
The new chairperson also announced the
formation of a grievance committee. This
panel will assist individual employes in the
preparation of grievance. It will also weigh
the complaint, finding whether the
employe has a gripe or a real grievance.
Noting the small percentage of the work
force enrolled in the union local, and
admitting less than half those eligible
bothered to fill out ballots in the recent
CEAC election. St. Louis sees his major
task as attracting the support of all the
employes.
"i want to change the outlook of the
employee toward the council", he said,
adding. "I want to instill confidence
towards the council in the employe. These
people have got to realize that they've got
to be involved or they won't get shit.
"If vou give them something to have
confidence in". St. Louis declared. "they'll
get involved".
May term offers alternative
courses in various fields
Planning an exciting. 3-week stay here at
fun city for bummer summer school this
year? Take heart. freaked-out one, your
salvation may be in the offing.
From May 27 to June 14. UMO will be
offering a new program that is neither
summer school nor regular semester
coursework. It's called May Term, and it
has an entirely different concept.
The courses are for the most part. new,
innovative, and taken pass-fail. The format
will be loose and more relaxed than the
summer school machine. More of a
seminar motif. Field trips and outside
classes arc scheduled for mans courses.
[he idea of the new program is to gibe
students an opportunitb to take three hours
(no more) w ithout cutting into the summer
or oberloading next sumester's schedule.
Etch course must have at least 12
persons registered in order to makc the
course feasible. It is not known at this earls
point just how large the classes w ill be. but
it is expected that numbers w ill by low
thus giving students a better chance for
more individualized instruction.
Each college was asked to contribute
course ideas that might be interesting.
Seminar favorites were selected by the
colleges. resulting (hopefully) in more
varied and more popular courses.
There are 25 courses in all, ranging from
basic English skills to a Romantic study of
Tolkien's Lord of the Rings trilogy, and an
in-depth look into the novels of Virginia
Woolf. A prophetic peck at Maine in the
year 2000 will be offered, as v.cll as a total
immersion course in German. Ito be taken
at Owl's Head. Maine. no less).
Registration deadline is May 10. The
price is 525 per credit hour. plus a $5 fee.
all of which is to be paid at 14 Merrill Hall
at the time of registration. [here is no
extra charge for out-of-state students.
Dorm space will he mailable as well as
•.itctet ia set-% ice at prettb reasonable rates.
So if the idea sounds better than
summer school. stop in at 1(X) Ste% ens or 14
Merrill Hall for more information.
THE BOSTON
STORE
30-32 MAIN STREET
BANGOR, MAINE
WORTH $1
ON ANY
JEANS IN
ANY
FABRIC
Limit one to
Customer
G.0 UNTIL MAY  25
,0 NAAAAAAA,
•
4 WE'VE GOT WHAT YOUWANT-JEANS & SHIRTS
-CARPENTER PANTS
-PREWASHED JEANS
-DENIM JACKETS
-KNIT TOPS
-CORDUROY PANTS
-FLANNEL SHIRTS
FEATURING:
LEVIS NIPPERS
LANDLUBBERS
THE GIRLS ARE
WELCOME IN THE GUYS
DEPARTMENT
COME IN TODAY A NEW
HUGE ASSORTMENT OF
LEVIS HAS JUST ARRIVED
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Maine Press Association Salutes NO
The Maine Press Association, founded in 1864.
fosters the best interests of the newspapers of the
State of Maine and encourages higher standards.
improved business pf ectices. and better publications
within the State.
The f^!!nwing Mein nowcpnporc nnw nttan n g tho Annii2! pring
Conference of the Maine Press Association being held today in the Hilltop
Conference Center at the University of Maine at Orono
Aroostook Republican and News
Bangor Daily News
Bar Harbor Times
The Bethel Citizen
The Bridgton News
Brunswick-Bath Times-Record
THE COU RIER-GALETTE
Daily Kennebec Journal
The Eastern Gazette
The Franklin Journal
Houlton Pioneer Times
Katandin Journal
t be tinfoil' Zonntu Nemo
The Moosehead Gazette
Morning Sentinel
eirrObstrutr
iiiscataqtris (0b6crucr
1)01-Hallo 1.11-ct3
The Quoddy Tides
The Republican Journal
Sanford Tribune and Advocate
Somerset Reporter
The Star-Herald
The Valley Times
'rite WEEKLY PACKET
Wiscasset Newspaper
York County Coast Star
helhothbag egiftster
A traveling exhibit of
photographs is currently on
display in the south wing of
Nutting Hall. The exhibit is
sponsored jointly by the Society of
Wood Science and Technology
and the Forest Products Research
Society. Researchers throughout
the world have contributed to this
exhibit, which includes many
categories of photography, but
focuses on cellular micrography.
The above photograph is one
example, eerily depicting intra-
cellular space of a wood fiber. The
exhibit will be on display until
April 26.
Wieland photo
Nutting Hall exhibit reveals
inherent beauty of wood
What make, wood beautiful? An answer
may be found at the 1973 Traveling
Photograph Ethibit on display. in Nutting
The exhibit shows the work of
researchers around the world who display
their work annually in categories ranging
from general photography to electron
microcopy. This year's collection includes
many large pictures of cellular micro-
graphy in wood products.
Time spent in the foresty building
viewing the exhibit will be well spent.
since the building is made -of wood.
Newly varnished crosscut inlay.% of
two-by-fours border the slate doorway . and
detail and innovation in architecture are
shown in six wooden -pillars arching
together with hundreds of laminations to
support the ceiling.
But on to the exhibit down the south
wing of Nutting. to behold the rugged
honeycomb appearance of cells in the
Populus tree, and the under-passes of
Parenchyma under axial tracheids in press
dried Douglas fir heartwood.
oilk left and ‘it. w. fractures in
intracaular substanccs of the Douglas fir
magnified 12.000 times. Across the
hallway hangs a collapsed ray parenchyma
5.700 times !arger than natural size.
Some ncgativc images. like replicas of
the wood surface. suggest contact between
film and wood was very- intimate—intricate
cell wall detail is esident. A scanning
electron micrograph does its job well.
Endless fractures in pine wood incurred
from large doses of gamma radiation yield
breaks in many directions. Pick one
direction and follow the intervessal pits of a
Kentucky Coffeetree 900 times actual size
Rainbow and dayglow colors of stained
stress. patterns of pressure in Southern
Yellow Pine and Hickory bring the trip to a
pleasant conclusion. The last picture shows
a processing plant that reorganizes the
cells of trees and veneers them into
plywood—an unnatural configuration. but
nonetheless one the cells were destined to
form.
The exhibit w ill be in Nutting Hall for
two more weeks and is sponsored by the
Society of Wood Science and Technology
and the Forest Products Research Society.
'2100' multi-media show
dazzles in quadraphonic
the last group one would expect to
produce a multi-media. sometimes
psychedelic production is the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship. But a creative
member from Pasadena. California. Eric
Miller. has done just that. and "2100" is
playing at UMO this week.
The hour long presentation is produced
with a quadrophonic sound system,
four connected slide screens, a battery of
slide and movie projectors, and numerous
lighting effects. The program is loosely set
up into four acts, dealing with alienation.
despair. hope and finally, life with Christ.
It is impressive to even the most devout
agnostic. One hasn't experienced rock
music fully until one hears Vanilla Fudge
the Beatles' •A Day in the Life". and
Cream in quadrophonic sound. While
organ chords swell across the Damn
Yankee like waves, the viewer's eyes are
assaulted by a barrage of related slides and
images.
At times the sound and picture don't
quite make a clean-cut impression. but the
exceptional effects make up for the weak
Ones.
Eric Miller, a Californian developed the
idea of 2100 while in Nairobi, where he
discovered students would rather listen to
rock than a sermon. He began combining
the two, and expanded the project when he
returned to California in 1970.
The program. sponsored by MUAB, the
navigators, and the local IVCF, will be
shown again Friday and Saturday nights
at 7:30 in the Damn Yankee. You might
bring a cushion: the floor is the only
seating facilit% available.
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PIRG meetings open
to public participation
Students will now be able to contact the
Maine Public Interest Research Group-.
(PIRG) local . board members on a
semi-formal basis at UMO. PIRG's
"Brown Bag Specials", shown at the
Memorial Union. will be held Wednesday
noon following a State PIRG Board
meeting.
Members of the local board that can
attend should bring a hag lunch to the
South Lown Room of the Memorial Union
to discuss the action taken at the State
meeting and to acquaint local workers with
state projects. The public is invited to
participate in the April 16 board activities.
The local board will be sending Dick
Butler, Dale Tudor. Willy Willette. John
Melrose. John McCole. Dave Drouin. and
Nancy Hudak to the state gathering
Saturday in Augusta. They will act as
delegates from the board in determining
state policy and project direction.
UMO's PIRG Board is now conducting a
survey contacting close relatives and
friends of patients in Maine's nursing
homes. The study hopes to examine the
quality of care being given around the
state.
Examination of the Maine Community
Betterment Association is being under-
taken to find out what criteria is used in
giving cities around the state their "star"
ratings.
A study of Maine banks is nearly
completed and PIRG expects to publish a
consumer handbook concerning the various
banking institutions around the state. The
handbook should be out by the end of
April.
PIRG is co-operating with the Maine
Land Use Regulation Commission(LURC)
in determining the responsibilities of the
various state agencies that deal with
controlling the use of land in the state. The
local and state board are working to set up
a bibliography of all land use studies done
around the country to stop the duplication
of work being done in this relatively new
area of public concern. The National
Resource Council and the Maine Audubon
Society are being contacted for help with
research material.
program. now in the planning stages.
will be conducted with the National
Environmental Protection Agency and the
Maine Department of Environmental
Protection to begin a comprehensive
monitoring of the rivers of Maine. The
UMO group will be concentrating on the
Penobscot River. Locations of effluent
discharge into the river will be noted and
permits examined in an attempt to find out
what is dumped into the river. Chemical
and biological experiments w ill be
conducted periodically, noting the content
of the river at various points and various
times of the year.
The ultimate goal of the program is to
establish a model for comprehensive
examination of a river and the pollutants
that arc discharged into it.
Lost wallet causes
police to investigate
possibility of forgery
The loss of a wallet during the
Christmas break has resulted in a campus
police investigation of a possible check
forgery.
On Feb. 4. Eric Petitpierre of 319
Somerset Hall reported to police that he
had lost his wallet somewhere on campus
during the Christmas break. Among the
contents of his wallet was a check for
$h1.14 drawn on the account of his
employer in Portland.
According to police, the check was
cashed sometime before Jan. 17. 1974,
possibly in Brunswick. Maine. with
Petitpierre's endorsement allegedly forged
on the back. Police were: unable to
ascertain the hank at which the check was
cashed as the bank endorsement on the
check is not clear.
Lt. Brian Hilchev said that police had a
"possible suspect" in the matter, but
were attempting to obtain a handwriting
analysis of the signature before taking any
action.
Lecture Series schedules
Gay Task Force Head
Dr. Howard J. Brown. former Health
Services Administrator in New York Mayor
John Lindsay's cabinet who stirred
controversy when he publicly proclaimed
his homosexuality. will speak at UMO
Wednesday, April 17. in The Lengyel
Gymnasium. The program. beginning at 8
p.m., is sponsored by the Distinguished
Lecture Series and the UMO Wilde-Stein
Club.
Brown. a native of Peoria. Illinois.
received his B.A. from Hiram College. He
obtained his M.D. from Western Reserve
University and for the next several years
served in several major hospitals in the
Midwest.
He went to New York and seryed as
director of professional services for the
Health Plan of greater New York in 1954
and in 1%6 became Mayor Lindsay's first
Health Services Administrator. Rather
than risk public exposure of his
homosexuality. Brown resigned that post
O SiAl Olikt
1RESTAURANTLUNCHEON AND DINNER
SPECIALS DAILY
COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL 945-6500
in 1%8. He admitted his sexual preference.
last fall.
In October. 1973, Brown announced the
founding of the National Gay Task Force to
act as a "clearing house and coordinator"
for other gay groups and to also function as
a homosexual civil rights organization.
Brown's UMO appearance had originally
been planned by the WS-C as the keynote
of the Maine Gay Symposium, scheduled
tor the Hilltop Conference Center the
following weekend. The gay group was
able to obtain DLS funds and sponsorship
after agreeing to let the DLS make the
arrangements. in accordance with DLS
Study in
ITALY
this Summer
CLASSES: JUNE 17 — JULY 22
Anthropology • Art History • Italian
Classical Civilization • Painting • Cinema
Sculpture • Etruscan Archaeology Program
TRINITY COLLEGE/ROME CAMPUS
Dr Borden W Painter, Jr. Director
Hartford, Conn. 06106
(203) 527-3151, Ext. 218
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Anyone for a
re-treat?
It appears for quite a few years now the
esteemed leaders of our various campuses
(they're called the Administrative Council, but
in actuality they are the UM campus presidents)
have been taking off to the woods for a couple
days every now and then to meet with the
Chancellor's staff and hash out administrative
details.
They get out to the mountains because it's a
good place to "shake out some new ideas," even
though they can do it just as well at the
chancellor's "home" base, according to a
secretary there. It's nice to know they can get
some work done without retreating off into the
wilderness.
But we're not all that enraged by the idea,
even if it is quite questionable. They ought to at
least share the fun though. If we can't have our
Distinguished Lecture Series bringing great
intellectuals for every interest, perhaps we
could periodically send some groups off to
various points for some enriching experiences of
their own.
We're always looking for new ideas, and latch
onto this one with enthusiasm, with a few
suggestions of our own to make.
We could send a representative group of
English teachers off through a time warp and
hope they come back into the 20th century
instead of the 19th.
We could send the journalism department
faculty to visit Howard Hughes to learn the skills
of disappearing, which they assure us would
come in handy on Tuesday and Friday
afternoons.
Perhaps the search committees that keep
popping up on campus could be sent on
semi-weekly retreats to Bar Harbor and Machias
to sit and look at the water (we hear Mr. Nixon
thinks up some of his best excuses on the beach)
so they could get some serious, introspective,
work done, and get us some real leaders.
We could send the campus police force off to
guard metropolitan shopping centers on Sundays
so they can experience the exhilirating feeling of
not using up three books of parking tickets in a
single eight-hour shift. You can only put so many
tickets on one car in an empty lot, as those of us
who have ever parked in an empty LIMO lot
know.
University administrators would appreciate a
weekend at Pebble Beach Motel or Fun City Inn.
to grind out some new administrative proposals.
The sky •s the limit.
Some folks could use a trip every now and
then. Just send the bill to Jack Blake. And to the
taxpayers of the State of Maine.
Commentary
Campus IEditorials]
Traditionalists plod on
The Council of Colleges, in rejecting the
Student Senate proposal that final exams be
made optional for graduating seniors, displayed
an incredible amount of obtuseness that will
remain unsurpassed for some time to come.
The Council chose not to argue the student
senator's valid point that seniors are mature
enough to decide for themselves, after
experiencing four years of undergraduate study
and innumerable preliminary and final exams
whether a final will enhance their academic
standing. Instead, they hungrily pounced on the
secondary arguments (which, admittedly ,were
unfortunately raised by the senators themselves)
concerning the senior's lack of time to find jobs
and switch residences from Orono to elsewhere,
and defended the antiquated status quo with
elitist cliches.
Letters to the editors must be received
by The Campus before noon two days
prior to publication. Please sign your
name, although it wail ite withheld on
request. 106 Lord Hall, University of
Maine, Orono 04473.
Staff
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Council member Clark Reynolds. after
dismissing these secondary points as
unimportant, came up with the ludicrous
argument that finals • synthesize" courses for
the students, and because of that, are necessary.
Not only are we overwhelmed with this sudden
concern for the academic well-being of students
on the part of Reynolds and friends, we are
amazed that a two-hour exam boasting 10
identification items and two essays constitutes
"synthesizing" a course. We dare to suggest
students are not overly concerned about
synthesizing courses, specifically senior
students. Most students have a much more
realistic attitude, their main concern being they
pass the course and graduate. We also dare to
suggest this same attitude may have possessed
Reynolds. or at least the majority of his
colleagues, as they approached the end of their
undergraduate career. Numerous professors
claim they don't enjoy giving finsls, and are
aware of the fact that many students don't enjoy
or appreciate the ordeal, and wouldn't put
themselves or students through the hassle if they
didn't have to. Well, they were given the chance
to prove that statment, one which many
professors preface the announcement of an exam
date with, and they bombed.
Another of the council arguments centered
around the point that finals are "the faculty's
domain'', and should (and apparently will) be
kept free from any meddling by students. Pardon
us, but we think final exams have outlived
their usefulness as a learning experience for
seniors, and because they are irrelevant to our
long-term goals, except for student,: whose
grades depend on them, we feel we have every
right to meddle in final exam policis. Students
have long been eliminated from any
decision-making ri 'le. and the Council seems
dedicated to maintaining that situation.
The issue is over and done with. true. We'll
have to take the finals. Arguing about it now is
pointless, but faculty members can rest assured
their last-minute efforts to ' synthesize.. our
courses for us will be just as pointless.
Diane Genthner
After four years, it's a question of priorities
Four years and many headaches ago.
ms father sent forth unto this university a
daughter. •conceived in the usual as.w 
and dedicated to the principle that if a
woman wanted to compete in a man's
world. she had to work hard and get a
eood education.
Now we are engaged in a Capital Funds
Drive. testing whether this student, or
an student. so coneeived and so
dedR .,ied to the many merits of
academia. can long endure the crowded
dorms and classrooms, and the
still-deficient library. We of the fourth
state. who have: tried to create an
awareness of these problems ha%c been
beset by constant criticism. We have
come here to dedicate a portion or all of
our collective li% es to the principle that it
is only by awareness of problems,
ho her they be local or that they
arc solved. It is fitting and roper that vs. e
should do this.
Therefore we cannot fig-get. we cannot
ignore. we cannot accept what is
happening to the collectiv e cons. 'net of
the university emnmunitv fhe disinter-
ested majority, here and elsewhere, have
shut us out so tightly,- often because. we
print what they choose to ignore. that we
can perhaps nev er add anything to their
existence. The student body w ill little
note nor long remember what we sac
here, but we graduating seniors can
never forget what we have tried to do. It
is for you, the remaining underclassmen
in all fields, to be dedicated to promoting
those goals and principles v. hid' can
make a simply good university great. It is
also for all of us to fulfill our
responsibilities as students: that w
devote ourselves to our work and truly
show that we are not a university of
sheep or of people eager to keep up ith
the JOrleSCS. i.e.. UMass and liConn: that
wc resolve to cony ince the administration
of this university that although we
recognife the merits of physical
development and expression. and of the
long-range possibilities of a performing
arts et nter. the merits of the former are
only temporary . and the expense of both
will roh dollars sorely needed for the
grow th of the entire university.
So. as my four-year term draws to a
.lose. I can only hope that this university
community will haYe a new birth of
involvtlnent. and that the university of
tin students. bv the students, and for the
students, shall not tall front our grasp.
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(Letters to the editor\\ .\
Pub tax is not excessive or unreasonable
To the editor:
I have several comments to
make concerning the recent
editorial in the Campus "Taxing
the Till" and others criticizing
President Neville for trying to
raise funds for the Capital
Funds Drive. The tone of most
of these articles has been such
to imply that President Neville
is collecting this money for his
own pocket. or that they are
"his own private tax." May I
remind you that the Capital
Funds Drive is raising money to
be used to construct a
Performing Arts Center and
Sports Arena, which will be of
primary use to students at
U MO— US—not President
Neville. Performing Arts Cen-
ters and Sports Arenas don't
grow on trees, and neither
does money. Raising all that
money is no small project and I
feel President Neville's efforts
in no way sell the university to
anyone. Most of the money for
these buildings will come from
Maine people in the end,
whether through state and
federal taxes or through
donation, and the money should
come from these sources. UMO.
belongs to Maine people and
especially benefits UMO stu-
dents. faculty, and alumni.
These two additions to our
university will greatly increase
its quality, not to mention all the
enjoyment it will give to UMO
students.
If the campus pub is going to
make a profit. I can think of no
better place for the money than
the Sports Arena and Perform-
ing Arts Center. and certainly
10 per cent is not an excessive
tax or an unreasonable amount
of money. All the comments on
turnstiles and parking meters is
witty, but it is also mere
foolishness! And as for pay
toilets. I seriously doubt that
President Neville would want
some of the crap that spews
forths from certain persons to ge
anywhere but FREELY down
the toilet.
I think the very least we can
do is to support the Capital
Fund Drive. if not with money,
at least in spirit. The Maine
Campus would be a good place
to start.
Kerry Crowley.
Center looks for ecological answers
To the editor:
This is an invitation, an
invitation to take part in a
community of 40 students and
12 professors in searching for
solutions to spaceship earth's
pressing problem. environ-
mental quality. This community
in residence is at Miner Center.
a forest and farm complex of
10,000 acres in Chazy, New
SUNY di FiaiiNbut v.i;:
allow you to complete one
semester of Environmental
Studies (15 credits) there You
are accepted by written
application.
Miner Center offers a
personal — no longer a
number--approach to educ-
tion. The program is geared to
developing students' talents in
whateser field they choose in
relation to environmental is-
sues. Highly motivated. readily
accessible professors. the entire
staff of Miner Institute (forest-
ers, crop and dairv science
teams). Cornell Agricultural
Research and the Avers(
Chemical Research Plant are
among the resourycs available
To students throughout the
semesicr. Miner Center facni-
ties include an air. water and
soil analysis lab. cartographv
iabv. biotic ecological analysis
labs, photo and naturalist labs
which are open to Miner
students whenever they desire
as %Yell as for scheduled lab
exercises. The academic pro-
gram at Miner is divided into
nine and six wcck blor ks. The
first nine weeks are devoted to
skills,courses and seminars. The
final six weeks provide the time
for independent research pro-
jects.
Skills courses such as
cartography, solid waste man-
agement and recycling, nature
study and analysis. environ-
mental education, surveying
and environmental design are
potential tools to be utilized in
the research. Professors as
well as professional landscape
architects commute from the
main campus when required. to
facilitate learning.
On Friday of each week
students create and fulfill their
own curriculum. Faculty and
Miner Center staff arc contacted
when advice seems warranted.
A major part of living at
Miner Center is the opportunity
to investigate the ways other
people live and values they
hold. Muth faculty and student
debate is centered around
economic versus environmental
impact of a proposal: of whether
to burden people with taxes to
force ecological lifestyles or
whether to change their values
from large consumption imater-
ial) orientations to ecoiogical
paths of thought: driving a
sinaller car, slowly, recycling
paper because of the amount of
trees to save energy. nat only
because it will he profitable.
Into the home stretch of an
eny ironmental semester, having
surs o.ed the one V, r
requirement for the first half, no
longer conscious that tests ever
existed, thc resident students
gather their energies into an
independent research project.
Research projects have included
providing environmental im-
pacts of packaging of consumer
products; using computer simu-
lations to test the use of
system-methodology of plan-
...1 s•••17.-r":".
and towns; communes and their
environmental impact; research
into what parameters make up
the major amounts of Platts-
burgh's solid waste refuse in
order to design a profitable and
ecologically sound recycling
program. surveys of environ-
mental attitudes, water and soil
studies. Among the most
outstanding of the research
projects was an investigation
into banning non-returnable
beverage containers in New
York State. Through New York
Public Interest Research Group
this research has become the
basis of a bill presently in
committee before the New York
legislature.
I am presently working for
Ncw York PIRG (Public Interest
Research Group) as a student
intern and feel that the skills
which I am now using ,vcri
developed and given a ch.linc.
for expression at Miner Center.
Ilene Weissman
M;ner Center
h.ut NC1A 'Irk
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Apply to: AD MANAGERTHE MAINE CAMPUS
106 LORD HALL
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20th Century Ensemble
deserves encouragement
To the editor:
Now and again there occurs
an event around here which
deserves a footnote of thanks
and encouragement. Such a
happening was the joyful
concert Tuesday evening by the
20th Century Music Ensemble.
The music moved. Through
some pictures by Chicago and
into Rice and Webber arranged
by Donald Stratton. from a
vision of color composed by Don
Sylvia and fantasy by Hovhan-
hess to a tribute to Glenn Miller.
The compositions by Stratton
provided time for reflection as
well as verve. The musicians
brought discipline and brilliance
to the stage and provided the
life-stream between the music
and the listener. Steve Orlofsky
and Jim Torrey were truly good
on tenor sax, as were Don
Menninghaus and the other
brass musicians. Alison Sham-
lian provided spirited piano
work and Louis Renzi kept the
music moving with superb
drumsmanship. Jazz buffs (or
should I say aficianados of 20th
Century Music) will pass the
word, audiences will grow, and
the ensemble should be ready
with more than one encore
number, because the applause
will just keep rolling.
Ron Beard
'Long hair' hassle charged
To the editor:
lam an employe of the Maine
Public Broadcasting Network.
and I work in Alumni Hall until
1:15 am, six nights a week. As I
was about to place the key in the
door of my car in the Alumni
Hall lot after work on Thursday,
April 4, a campus police cruiser
drove up and a security officer
jumped out and demanded
identification. After I produced
a drivers license, the automobile
registration, and an explanation
of my "suspicious" behavior,
the officer (in order to present
an explanation of why I was
accosted) asked me if I "had
heard any kids screaming out
here awhile ago?" I told him
that I hadn't, since I was in a
sound proof control room until
ten minutes ago.
Is this episode an example of
the campus security 'protecting'
the campus? I think not. I have
long hair and a beard, and this,
in my opinion, is an obvious
case of hassle. It is a shock to
me that the Campus Security
Force, who should by now be
used to "us long hairs." should
perform in such an obtuse
manner
Bob Rosenberg
Lefties ask for a fair shake
lo the editor
In this day and age of
advanced science and technol-
ogy. you would think someone
would put left-handed desks in
our lecture halls. Left-handed
desks do exist and are alive and
well at high schools and colleges
across the country. If you
right-handers don't see our
need. try. writing your next
essay exam on the desk to your
left with your elbow suspended
in space. or better yet, on sour
lap. The financial commitment
of installing one or two rows of
left-handed desks in the lecture
halls cannot be excessive and
we would be satisfied with
nothing more .
In this time of social conflict,
all we are asking for is equal
opportunity to flunk our exams
in comfort.
Keep us in mind w hvn you are
buying chairs for the new
Math.. English building. Right--
handed chairs replaced by
left-handed ones in other
buildings can be used in the new
building.
Two lefties:
Janet Jones
Jessica Bade
MEET
STEPHEN KING
former UMO Student and Maine Campus-Columnist
and
Author ot
"CARRIE99
at the 1
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
-Stephen will oe personal.y autographing
copies of "Carrie"
Tuesday, April 16, 1974
9 AM-12 noon, 1:30PM-4PM
"Carrie" has been bought by
publishers in Japan, England, France
Spain.
Several film companies have already
expressed strong interest.
A novel about the other world In this
world. It is the chilling story of a girl II
her strange power!
_J
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Eight candidates campaigning for president and vici
With less than a week before elections, candidates for
UMO's Student Government president and vice president
are engaged in massive campaign efforts to win student
support. Six of the eight candidates are running on three
separate tickets and two remain independent.
Those candidates running for GSS president and their
running mates are as follows: Jeanne Bailey, candidate for
president and Mark Hopkins, vice president; William P.
Denley presidential candidate and, Howard F. King his
running mate; Rick Romanow and his v.p. running mate
Ray Totaro. Berhan Hailu is an independent candidate for
the presidency and Carl Pease is an independent vice
presidential campaigner.
According to student government election procedure.
however, each candidate is voted on separately. One may
win while his running mate loses.
All of the candidates have displayed high interest in
student concerns and have had considerable experience in
the political arena.
Presidential candidate Jeanne Bailey, a junior English
major from Robbinston, Maine, is a student senator from
Hart Hall. Those experiences qualifying her for office
include chairperson of the Birth Control Committee,
Jeanne M. Bane, M A O.
member of the Educational Policies Committee of the
College of Arts and Sciences, a member of the Student
Services Board, and delegate to the National Student
Lobby in Washington .C. She has also worked with the
state legislature in Augusta.
Bailey's platform is based on the following:
— "more constant communication between the University
and the Augusta legislature. Specifically. I'd like to see
more accountability, more openness between people in
Augusta. taxpayers and our students.
— "look into a state student lobby run by recent UMO
graduates familiar with relevant issues, particularly
educational and financial, stationed permanently in
Augusta.
— "increasing student awareness of what. the
administration is going to do before it's done (such as the
calendar and athletic fees). The university administration
should be more accountable to students, who should create
input, rather than being on the receiving end of policies."
Bailey emphasized that expenditures of student monies
should be made public in one or two financial reports per
semester. She denounced passive acceptance of new
administrative policies, such as the athletic fee, the
calendar, and increased costs. She further urged:
— "rather than expecting students to seek budget
information themselves, the student government will have
to present it to them through media such as the Campus.
— "establish collective bargaining for students to
organize their views and uphold their rights in
confrontations with faculty and administration.
She expressed support for the Second Century Fund
Drive because she believes it to be the only means of
backing the new buildings.
When questioned about the Wilde-Stein issue, she
asserted "If they came to me with a valid request for
money. I'd give it to them."
The greatest barrier to student government
effectiveness according the candidate is the lack of student
awareness that there are opportunities in student
government for non-senators. Her solution would be to
inform the complaining student that "there's only so much
the senate can do for you—we must get students involved.
make them know they have the opportunities."
Mark Hopkins, vice-presidential candidate running with
Bailey. and a fourth-year student from Camden, is working
for degrees in psychology and political science. He is
presently a senator for Oak and Hannibal Hamlin Halls.
He is also chairman of the committee on Higher Education
for Maine Youth and has worked with the Ad Hoc
Committee on Energy Conservation, as well as the
Discipline Committee. He has also had contact with
legislators in Agusta concerning the Wilde-Stein issue.
Hopkins listed several accomplishments he would work
for. One was "increased funding of student organizations
through better allocation of student activity monies."
He also stressed the necessity of making university
officials "accountable on all policy matters affecting the
students."
Hopkins listed development and maintenance of the
faculty evaluation booklets as another priority.
The greatest problem facing student effectiveness,
according to Hopkins, is "lack of continuity". Student
government administration and chairpeople come and go
yearly. Meanwhile faculty and administration keep
plodding on.- He stressed the need for student
government to build itself up as a viable influence on
campus.
Hopkins agreed with his running mate on the Second
Century Fund Drive. "I agree with it basically—both its
methods and its goals are reasonable and viable in light of
the circumstances we're working under. Right now the
only source of money to the university is through
donation."
William P. Denley, another presidential candidate, is a
sophomore math major. His experience includes
membership on the Fraternity Board and the Student
Government Concert Committee. He admitted his lack of
working experience with student government, faculty. and
administration, but asserted that the presidency involves a
"learning process"
Denley, describing the present student government as a
William P. Denie Howard F. King
"farce." defined one of his major goals as making "UMO
student government representative of the majority of
students." He maintains that "the position of the
individual student on this campus has been hurt by the
lack of emphasis on immediate issues such as financial aid
residential problems and the improper use of student
money." Because of this Denley advocated ignoring state
and national issues, such as lobbying and impeachment.
He said, "Next year I'll see to it that student voice is heard
and heard loudly before any changes take place."
Denley attributes student apathy to the issues the
Senate has dealt with recently. Of the present student
government, he asked, "How much power can they
possibly profess to have when they represent such a small
minority of constituents?"
by Debbie
and
Jinny Wortl
Denouncing the present
controversial issues such as t'
"wishy-washy", Denley affirme4
media frequently to express his
controversial enough a figure to
he said.
Although he believes the studi
"squandered," Denley opposes
"the majority of students are
Student Senate, I couldn't blame
but that would destroy student
Denley also approves of the Sec
but of the Wilde-Stein issue state
in favor of appropriating me
organization. I feel the majority
way and there is no question in
this issue hurts the image of
students and the public."
Howard F. King shares
vice-presidential candidate. T1
science and math major gained p
hometown of North Smithfield, R.
UMO Concert Committee. Termir
as "interest", King expressec
students know there is a student
His goals as vice-president inc
of every student penny collectec
permits. canvassing, student op
supporting a large-scale concert
getting better qualified committ
He described legislative to
necessary," but said "attentio
campus issues at all times."
To solve what he calls the stuae
communication with students"
working more closely, with
involvement.
King supports President Nevin 
Drive and added he believed NeN
little bit" in his plans for impro
Rick Romanow. running for pi,
as vice president, characterizes I
direction" for greater stuclenf aWa
The sophomore senator of twi
involvement on the various levels
with students, faculty. and admit
that will make him an effective
The political science major is a n
Committee of the Student
representative on the Search Con
Arts & Sciences, member of
Governing Board, and a mem
Committee, investigating pricii
As The Campus was go
morning, Senate President
informed us that Bernie Ha
have joined together and ar
upcoming election as a pair
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Romanow sets forth for his administration is "making the
students more aware of their student government and the
student government of their students—making the student
government "available voice for the students" He
believes he can bring about student involvement by
"setting the tone as a leader" and making student
senators more responsive to their constituents.
In reference to the Wilde-Stein Club controversy,
Romanow is "sort of tired of it." He asserts that he would
like to see "the student government take more of an
informative position—not just the defensive attitude that it
always takes.
Romanow is very critical of those who disagree with
allocation of the student activity fee. "I disagree with
those who say their money is not being spent correctly-,
he said.' many clubs do cater to small sections of the
student body but in the aggregate, these clubs have an
impact on the university environment."
Romanow "would like to make a concerted effort to use
parlimentary procedures as little as possible." He added,
Richard R. Romano 
.te
i<t mond Totaro
"The guy with the gavel has the power to determine who
says what and when a lot of people in the senate tend to
frown upon long debate. I think it is necessary."
Ray Totaro in his bid for the vice presidency agress with
much of his teammate's plans. Totaro, a sophomore
broadcasting major, considers the major barrier to student
government effectiveness "the feeling of the average
student that student government leaders are unable to
effectively represent the wishes and needs of their
constituents to the administration. Lack of student support
for their elected leaders has rendered student government
officials ineffective in representing viewpoints conflicting
with those of the administration."
Totaro in his first years as a senator, is a member of the
Fair Election Practices Committee. He believes he is
qualified for the office because he has worked in areas of
student government where problems have occurred and
has seen the need for political action. Both Totaro and
Romanow feel they can work well together.
Totaro believes students will become involved in the
issues that directly effect them—citing the recent uproar
over the Wilde-Stein Club—but only if they feel their
voices will be heard and represented in the student
government.
The independent, presidential candidate, Bernie Hailu,
does not consider his lack of involvement with UMO's
student government a drawback to his qualifications as
president.
The sophomore from Ethiopia feels his background in
student activities and politics, particularly at home, has
enabled him to see the issues from a different perspective.
"I feel I have had a tremendous amount of experience in
politics itself, which makes me qualified for the position."
He added "To be a good leader you need experience and
background."
Bernie's chief criticism of the student government is
that "it is not oriented toward the general student
politically. Issues should come to the whole student body.
Student input is very limited in the decisions that are
made."
He believes individual communication with students is
the key to unifying the student body into a strong political
power. "If the student government is strong, anything can
be done," Hailu asserted.
Some of Bernie's specific proposals include changing
the add-drop system, a process he considers "very
unnecessary." He proposes an alternative method in
which "students could go to any classes they wish for one
week and then at the end of this week, register, using their
own discretion in the decisions."
The candidate also advocates a Union that is owned by
the students with student-determined prices and its own
bar.
Hailu also pointed out the importance of advisors and
the need for more selectivity when assigning them. "Most
students go to their advisors if they have problems. And if
they have the wrong advisors it could be detrimental to the
students."
Carl Pease, candidate for vice-president, is also running
independently. He is presently the chairman of the Fair
Election Practices Committee and was a student senator
from Dunn Hall last year. However, the sophomore
secondary education major considers his best qualification
for holding the office to be his leadership ability and
experience in student government.
Pease has many goals set for his administration. "The
student government has gotten too separated from the
student body.. We have to get the students involved in
what their problems are," he states.
Specifically the candidate would like to see "greater
student involvement in the hiring and firing of faculty and
in the makeup of the curriculum of this university." Pease
. • 
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also beheves'the student government should get involved
in pro-hitchhiking lobbying efforts in Augusta.
Agother of Pease's goals is "the creation of an 'Office of
Advocacy' with the independence, investigative power and
permanent staff to be able to take complaints, investigate
them, suggest solutions and be listened to by this
university's administration."
In addition, Pease also advocates that the university
recognize the Franco-American population as a large
minority in the state and deserving of bilingual programs
as "an essential part of the university."
The vice presidential candidate re-emphasizes the need
for parlimentary procedures. "It can be misused and it has
been but without it, student government would be a mess.
Meetings are very confusing if you don't have any form of
procedure," he believes.
Finally, Pease recommends an "extensive revision of
the student government's constitution in the hopes of
making the student government a more efficient tool for
the implementation of its goals and to bring it closer to the
needs of the students."
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Town Council vote
splits Orono into
two voting districts
The town of Orono was split into two
representative districts in a recent
legislative reapportionment. In a public
hearing Thursday night. the Orono Town
Council voted to establish two voting
districts along those reapportionment
lines.
The reapportionment creates the new
-7th district, which is that portion of Orono
on Marsh Island. This district. mostly
UMO, and the rest of the town with
Eddington. Holden and Clifton comprise
the 78th district.
Both Walter S. Schoenberger. chairman
of the local Democratic committee, and a
spokesperson of the League of Women
Voters supported the idea of two voting
districts. Both also called for accessibile
polling places for people who would be
walking or coming by car. Places
suggested were the New man Center. the
Legion Hall and the uniyersity.
Taking this under advisement, the
council is establishing a sub-committee to
look for possible polling booth locations in
the -'th district.
One member who checked at Lengyel
gym found the cost of renting a room in
that building to be S15.00 per hour, but he
stressed these figures were not official.
For Rita Fortier, chairman of the town
voter registration board, the district
divisions means additional work. The town
must now keep two voter lists, one for each
district.
Ms. Fortier P lpla I hPi that hoth
residents and out-of-staters can register
and vote as long as they meet a one to nine
day residency requirement and "showed
their intention of living here" and not just
moving on. To register, she said, one must
visit the town office and fill out a
registration card or appear before the voter
registration board which will be in session
May 28. 29, 30. 31 and June 3.
If a student registers now to vote in
Orono, he or she can vote in the June
primary by absentee ballot and by regular
ballot next fall in the general election.
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Pass the Jug. Pour the Jug. Jug-a-lug.
Jug is the Great American Folk Wine. In Apple
or Strawberry Glen. Fall of the crisp cold bite of
fresh-picked country apples or sweet juicy
strawberries.
When you finish a jug of Jug, you can put a
candle or daisies in it for a romantic meal. Or blow
your favorite tune on it.
Enough sell. You want a Great American Poste*
Send us just S1.00. Our Great American Poster
measures 24" x 26". Resplendent in full color.
Complete with painted-on frame.
If you're decorating your room in American
Gothic, it will fit right in. Get yours fast for a mere
$1.00 (no stamps please) before we run out.
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Student teams begin
Funds drive effort
The student ncitation phase of the
Second Century Fund began Thursday in
Hauck Auditorium as Director Charles T.
Kimple told assembled team captains and
collection team members to "think
positive."
He was followed by patriarch Raymond
H. Fogler. who enthusiastically told the
gathering to help UMO students "acquire
the vision of what you can accomplish."
"You can't get ahead unless you stretch
and try things you don't know you can
accomplish." he said. "It will make you do
the kind of things you grow in doing."
Kimpel and Fogler were joined in the
kickoff resentation by LSA dean Fred
Hutchinson. chairman of the Official
Famils Phase. and Terry Dort. Mike
Baker. and Walter Whitcomb, student
division leaders.
Fogler later concluded his pep talk on
the same note, telling the group "I am so
enthusiastic about young people.. .you do
some things that are absurd, but young
people are always doing things. and that's
good. Keep on doing it." he emphasiied.
The student solicitation %•olunteers will
be contacting specified students, and
Kimpel stressed everybody must be
contacted "eyeball to eyeball, and in
pri% ate." for their pledges. Kimpel told the
volunteers to stress pledges are not
binding in any way, although the Second
Century Fund plans to collect 97 per cent of
all money pledged.
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Student solicitation for the Second Century Fund
officially began during a meeting held Thursday
afternoon in Hauck Auditorium. Students are expected
to provide $150,000 of the $500,000 goal for the Official
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Family Phase of the funds drive. One featured speaker
at the meeting was Raymond H. Fogler, general
chairman of the campaign, shown above addressing
team captains and other fund-raising leaders.
Rowson photo
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Alumnus publishes symbolic novel, shows promise
Came
by Stephen King
Doubleday and Co.. N. 1474.
$5.95
by Burt Haden
Carrie is the first published novel by
Steve King. a recent UMO graduate. Steve
will be remembered by some readers of the
Campus as the author of a notorious
column called "The Garbage Truck."
During the hectic years of campus
radicalism. Steve was one of the most
radical of them all—in hair length and in
life-stvle at least. Even then he was
committed to a career as a writer, and in
the quiet moments between the strikes and
demonstrations. he worked at developing
his skills as a novelist. When I met him as a
sophomore. he had completed two novels.
By my count. Carrie is not his first novel,
but his sixth. So if the $200,000 he has
received for paperback rights to Carrie
looks like easy money. remember this guy
developed his talents by sheer hard work.
Steve never lacked fot encouragement.
especially from Professor Ted Holmes. vslu
early recognized Steve's potential. Still.
Steve has moved from the "struggling
young writer" category to the -successful
rkyv elist • • category with astonishing
rapidity. It seems like the American Dream
come true—especially to those of us who
know something about the poverty in which
Steve grew up. Is it possible that our
current cynicism about the American
Dream is unjustified? Could it be that
America really does reward the young man
who "dares to be great"?
However, when we turn from Steve's life
to his btx)k. we find not the American
Dream but the American Nightmare. Steve
seems to have learned early what it feels
like to be the outsider at the orgy of
American affluence. His sympathies are
alw ays with Lazarus, crouched at the rich
man's gate. He knows, too, how many
Lazaruses there are in America—not only
the Blacks and the Indians and the
Chicanos. but also the poor white living on
the back roads of rural Maine. These
people—the mill-workers, the pulpwood
cutters. the service station attendants—are
Steve's people. Like them, he dreams of
wealth ("The first thing do when I sell
a novel.•• he once told me. "is buy a purple
Cadillac convertible w ith a tape deck and
quadrophonic sound.") But he also knows
the desolation of rural Maine—the dreams
gone sour. the bodies and souls twisted by
lives of deprivation. And he knows *re
hatvrieg
OUR NEW 7—. INCH
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> Opposite UMO Park St. Entrance
emotion t hich rules these liy es is neither
en% y. nor longing. but hate—a hate which.
if it is ever unleashed. will bring all the
dream castles crashing down on our heads.
Carrie. the central character, is a classic
outsider. She is "a chunky girl with
pimples on her neck and back and
buttocks." a "frog among swans." The
symbolic pattern emerges in the first two
pages of the novel. Carrie is the "sacrificial
goat.— She has been appointed by the
community to serve as the scapegoat. the
one that "everyone picks on." As we watch
this born loser. we gain a horrifying vision
of how our society, like all societies.
demands losers. Yictims. outsiders—
scapegoats. If there were no losers. hoyv
could there he any winners?
All the good. normal, respectable girls
need Carrie. Carrie is, in her own eyes and
in the eyes of everyone else, stupid. ugly
and worthless. Looking at her, the smart
and pretty girls are constantly reminded of
their intelligence and beauty . and her envy
of them serves to confirm their sense of
their own worth. Such scapegoats. Steve
King reminds us, suffers for us all. They
are our Christs. and they shed their blood
for us all. (This first section of the novel is
titled "Blood Sport". and blood imagery is
important throughout the work.) With their
stripes we are healed.
But the suffering of the scapegoat is
redemptive only if he she willingly accepts
this suffering. and Carrie does not willingly
accept the role of scapegoat. It is imposed
on her by the community—and the
community itself is governed by greed (for
money, for sexual pleasure)'and gratuitous
cruelty. The decent people (Carrie's gym
teacher and her high school principal, for
example) are helpless. There are only two
even partly sympathetic characters among
Carrie's classmates. Sue and Tommy, and
in the end they too become communal
scapegoats. The community. in short, is
not worth redeeming, and in the end Carrie
rebels against the role of victim. Moreoyer.
she has a supernatural power (which shall
here remain nameless—if you want to
know more, read the book) to make her
rebellion effective. She strikes back, and
the result is one of the most glorious
holocausts I have ever encountered in a
work of literature.
I his sy mbolic structure at times seems a
little contrived. The scapegoat pattern
seems to derive, even in relatively minor
details. from James Frazer's The Golden
Bough. For example. Frazer tells us the
May. King and the May Queen are relics of
ancient fertility rites: and in these ancient
rites the king and queen were sacrificed to
ensure a successful growing season. In
Steve's novel. Carrie and Tommy. her
date-for-an-evening. are crowned king and
queen of the spring prom. As they sit on
their thrones, the sacrifice occurs. (Here
again, you will have to read the book if you
vv ant the details.) All this is anthropolog-
ically interesting. but at times the
symbolism seems to be imposed onto the
plot, rather than emtrging in an organic
vvav from the characters and events of the
novel. Another problem is the relative
paucity of thc plot itself. Wt. see Carriv's
problem. and we sec her revenge. But
there is no real development in the novel.
Furthermore, some of the characterization
seems to approach perilously close to
caricature. But we should not be surprised
to find such weaknesses in a novel by a
25-year-old writer.
More important than these minor
weaknesses is the power of Steve King's
vision itself. Few of our writers have such a
clear sense of the demons that lurk within
the American psyche. And if Steve's ability
to project this vision continues to develop,
he has every promise of becoming a major
American writer.
GSS office has file
of course outlines
A file of course outlines to aid students
in preregistration for next semester is
available in the Student Government
.1fti.-c. %aid Kate Nulligan. chairman c.f :he
Student Senate's Academic Affairs
Committee.
Nulligan also revealed the existence of a
similar, but more complete. file that has
been in the library for a number of years.
"Our file here (in the GSS office) is not by
any. means complete. but it is more
recent." she said.
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University of Maine at Orono
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
1973-1974 Season
otA Canitir
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The Twentieth Century Mu-
sic Ensemble performed Tuesday
evening in Hauck Auditorium.
The program ranged from a
tribute to Glenn Miller of the Sing
&Jet/tile
era, to King Herod's Song, from
the Rock Opera, Jesus Christ
Superstar, and Elegy, originally
originally by Chicago.
Ward photo
Clinic attempts to cure
smokers of unhealthy habit
Once the smoker knows where he stands
in each of these areas, a plan to stop
smoking can be chosen. The most
important aspect. according to Graves. is
the reason for smoking.
The clinic meets every day for five days.
During each session each "patient- brings
up problems encountered in the effort to
quit. Graves provides the guidance needed
to cope with these problems and suggests
specific remedies. In case a smoker has
great difficulty.. Graves administers small
doses of a tranquiliter.
After the fifth day. the people in the
group don't meet for a tew days. Each
"patient- is under pressure from group
togetherness not to let the others down by
smoking.
According to Graves. the "patient wilt
experience spells of coughing for the first
ten days or so. This coughing gets the
nicotine out of the lungs and by the end of
three weeks it should cease.
6rayes says the risk of heart attack in the
younger age group isn't as great as in an
older age group hut the younger smoker
eould be setting the stage for a heart attack
%%hen he is older, lung cancer and
emphysema are two deadly results ot
cigaret smoking common to all ages.
Shortness of breath, coughing, conges-
ted nasal passages and a skipping peon
beat are symptoms of the chronic ogaret
smoker and possible signs of serious
disease—such as cancer, bronchitis.
tuberculosis or emphysema.
These and other related respiratory
ailments are the target of an anti-smoking
clinic run by Dr. Robert Graves. director of
the Student Health Center beginning
Monday . April IS at 11 a.m.
In 1%" Gray-es conducted his first clinic
in campus with surprising success. Of IS
people who quit. only. one started smoking
again after six months. Since then he has
repeated the clinic three times during the
first three months of this year. but w ith a
high degree of failure.
"Motivation thc Gi ayes, an
ex-three-pack-a-day smoker himself. "The
smoker has to want to quit." But first the
reason why he smokes must be
established. Gras es added.
This is the purpose of the clinic's first
session. (ira% es administers a test to
determine how strong the desire to quit is.
The test also determines how much the
smoker knows about the haiards of
smoking. why he smokes and to what
extent his en. ironment supports his habit.
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Press Association
holds spring conference
The UMO Journalism Department and
the Maine Press Association will sponsor
the annual Spring Conference of the Maine
Press Association today, to be held at the
Hilltop Conference Center.
Prof. Alan Miller. chairman of the UMO
Journalism dept.. v. ill preside during a
panel discussion of investigative reporting.
Panelists for the discussion are Robert
Brigham of the York County Coast Star.
Phyllis Austen. a freelance writer formerly
with the Augusta AP office. and John Day
of the Bangor Daily News.
A second discussion will concern
publishing problems. Roland Whitteir, Jr.,
of the Kennebec Journal in Augusta will
preside with panelists Dan DeRepentigny
of the Boothbay Register and James
Thompson. publisher and editor of the
Piscataquis Observer. The panelists will
explain how they has e handled the change
front letterpress to offset printing and
other management ard personnel prob-
lems
Loren Ghiglione. director of tht: recently
published New England Daily Newspaper
Survey, and editor and publisher of the
Evening News. Southbridge. Mass..
by the luncheon speaker. He has '.kited
UMO this past week as the eighth Peter
Edes Lecturer of the journalism dept..
speaking before various journalism
classes.
A dinner will conclude the day's
activities. with John McMaster. publisher
of the Ayer. Mass. Public Spirit and the
newly elected president of the New
England Press Association, as speaker.
Dorm changes disrupt life for some
University housing tries almost every
year to start students signing up for rooms
shortly after spring vacation, but it will
take place later than expected again this
year.
It is inevitable some students will be
disrupted by the life-style changes. When
it was proposed early in the year that
Penobscot Hall be converted to an all
men's dorm, the windows of Penobscot
'.'.ere seen to be displaying signs such as
"Hell No! We won't go!!-
I here has been an objection from
students in Hannibal Hamlin Hall to the
proposed use of the north section as a
••No.visitation'• area. It has therefore been
proposed that Oak and Hannibal Hamlin be
JOHN SEBASTIAN
and his own back-up band IN CONCERT
FRIDAY APRIL 12th 8:00 PM
MEMORIAL GYMNASIUMAT
GENERAL ADMISSION $3.00
Tickets on Sale at
STUDENT UNION VINER S IN BANGOR
AND AT THE DOOR THE NIGHT OF THE
PERFORMANCE.
Sponsored by the UMO Student Government.
considered as one dorm in order that
students disrupted by life-style changes
may stay in the same area.
In Dunn and Corbett, certain rooms will
be set aside as study-rooms. "Students
that are overcrowded need a study area."
said Russ Moriarity, director of residential
life. "It could be however that the head
resident will decide in the fall that these
rooms should be used to house students.-
There will be less overcrowding than last
year, according to Moriarty. What
overcrowding there will by will by more
eyenly distributed. Last year Gannett.
Aroostook and Corbett halls had the
greatest prop, •• ling.
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Bears open Yankee Conference play today at Rona
The U MO baseball team %%ill open its
quest for the 19'4 Yankee Conference
crown today as they take on Connecticut at
Storrs.
The Bears are coming of a successful
swing South as they won three out of four
games in Dixie.
'1 was more than pleased with our
offensive performance and we made only
one error in the last three games after
committing three errors in the opener.'
said head coach Jack Butterfield.
Maine collected 44 hits in four games.
including eight doubles, five homeruns
while compiling a team batting average of
.328.
The doubleplay combination of co-cap-
tains shortstop Doug Lentz and second
baseman Jack Leggett paced the Bears as
Lentz collected nine hits in 16 at bats Yvhile
Leggett hit .500 with six hits in 12
appearances at the plate.
Butterfield said Leggett has shown
excellent progress both offensively and
defensively and will probably be moved up
[ Sports 1
Gridders report to sprint);
practice sessions 'Honda
Candidates for the 1974 University of
Maine varsity football team will report for
spring practice on the Orono campus
Monday. April 15. Sessions will continue
until Friday. May 3. when they wind up
with the annual Blue-White game
scheduled for 1 p.m. at Alumni Field.
Captains for the Black Bears next season
will he senior fullback Don Cote and senior
linebacker Steve Jones. Both are shre-year
veterans of UMO football.
Expected to return for the 1974
campaign are 31 lettermen. including 13 -
starters from the offensive and defensive
units.
The major task at the spring sessions will
be for coach Walter Abbott and his staff to
assess the talen on hand with particular
emphasis on finding offensive tackles and
defensive ends, two positions that must be
filled before the 1974' season gets
underway Sept. 13.
The Bears are scheduled to play nine
games in 1974 with the six regular Yankee
Conference cimtests augmented by games
with Bucknell. Lehigh and Delaware. It will
be the first meeting between Maine and
This Easter,
send a touch
' of springtime.
The FED
ILL..... l 'P A
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The HappyNest— a quaint rattan
basket filled with lovely spring
flowers or fresh green
plants. The basket comes
with matching rattan handle and
chain. So it can either be set on
a table or hung in 2 ye
Either way what nicer way to say
Happy Easter/ Call or visit us today
We can send your gift almost anywhere
Lehigh with the Bears entertaining the
Engineers at Orono Oct. 26.
The schedule:
Sept. 13 - At Boston University
21 - Massachusetts
28 - at Buckness
Oct. 5 - Rhode Island
12 - at New Hampshire
19 - at Connecticut
26 - Lehigh
Nov. 2 - Vermont
9 - at Delaware
Sports Calendar
Fri. Apr 12 Baseball at UConn
Sat. Apr. 13 Baseball at UConn
Track at Colby
Sun. Apr. 14 Rugby vs. New Hampshire'
Wed. Apr. 1 Tennis at Bowdoin
*denotes home contest.
agx0
Fresh cut flowers and other spring arrangements
to order. Ls well as a variety of flowering plants
CLat
46 Main St Orono
-
in the batting order for today •% opener
Freshman outfielder/ pitcher (parr
Smith hit .389 and led the club in homeruns
with three, runs batted in with six, and
total bases with 17. The Cleveland Indian
draft choice, who is considered by
Butterfield as his top defensive outfielder.
is also one of the fastest men on the team
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Pitcher Steve Conic 
ill probably hat in the lead-off
position against UConn.
Steve Conley and Burt Roberge will be
the probable pitchers for the Bears this
weekend. Roberge has a 1-0 record while
Conley is yet to ost a decision.
The Bears and UConn will meet again
tomorrow in an afternoon contest.
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big break on fates at Hilton Hotels and Inns
coast (Grad students and faculty, too ) Just
coupon to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Depaitinei I
Suite 200, 205 S Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills, Cal ,
90212. Then come visit the Hiltnns
Name_ 
Address
City
College
•
State Z,c
Class of 19
:X HILTON HOTELS
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We deliver
to your dorm
Pizza. Subs, and
Cold Beverages
BEER -WINE-SOD
No Minimum Slight
866-3118 delivery
charge
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SHACK SHACK
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Closing Out
Al! Sorority tee IfIntAys
and sweatshirts with
Greek Letters
IA price
tee jerseys- Peg-
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sweatshirts reg-
53 00 now $1 50
in Old Town Store only
H. N.Goldsmith
downtown
Old Town & Bangor
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Sport pricing creates problems for spectator markets
Recently I have become aware of one of
the biggest problems facing the sports fan
today—rising ticket prices.
It is impossible for a man to take his
family to the ball game anymore. With
tickets going in most cases at anywhere
from five to ten dollars apiece a man with a
couple of kids just can't afford to go to the
ballpark on a family basis anymore.
As I watched a recent NBA play-off
game from the Los Angeles Forum I was
struck by the carnival atmosphere that
seemed to be prevelant As the camera
went through the crowd. many times while
the game was in progress: showing the
galaxy of Hollywood stars in attendence I
got the feeling that basketball was
probably the last thing on the minds of
many of these people. As a matter of fact.
most of them probably didn't know the
difference between a basketball and a
puck. But it was probably socially "in' to
be seen at a Laker, game.
But L.A. isn't the only place with elitist
crowds in attendance. You only have to
look as tar as Boston. Try going to a Bruins
game and then a Celtics game. I guarantee
you will see a difference in the make-up of
the people present.
The Bruins attract the "beautiful
people"—the elite, the corporate and
husiness-tpes that can find, through
family and company connections, ways to
get hold of the precious tickets, while
average man on the street could be forced
to pay anywhere from 25 to 100 dollars on
the Causeway street scalping market if he
wants to see the beloved Bruins.
On the other hand, it is still refreshing to
be able to see families and children present
at Celtics and Red Sox contests. But sadly
these sports too are becoming increasingly
available only to the elite.
But of greater concern to me is the
current situation affecting ticket prices
charged to students on this campus to see
sporting events.
I realize the financial straits facing the
UMO athletic program. but I honestly
believe that through their actions of
charging $2 for a football game or $I for a
basketball game they could seriously hurt
the respective programs.
Kemeber basketball games in "The Pit"
before the dollar-a-head charge?
People would be hanging from the ratters
and if we were playing UConn or UMass
you would probably have to get in line at
five o'clock to get a good seat. And by 6:30
you probably wouldn't have been able to fit
another person in the place with a shoe
horn.
But, alas, those days seem to be gone
forever. The Pit was never really filled
after the inception of the one dollar fee. Oh
sure, there were respectable crowds for
Colby and UNH: but they were nothing
compared to the old intimidating pit
crowds.
Basketball is one of the most enjoyable
spectator sports on this campus. but I can't
help but feel that this winter's admission
charge caused the sport to suffer.
Talking to students on campus I find that
the ultra-sports fans and those who can
afford it will pay the admission prices, but
alone they will not fill Alumni stadium or
The Pit."
But the average student who comes to
the games to just relax and enjoy himself.
to be entertained, or just because he
doesn't have much to do, won't and in
many cases can't afford to pay the prices
charged for a contest.
So what in effect happens. is that one of
the most popular forms of entertainment
found on this campus is cut off from a large
segment of the student body who can't
afford to pay each time the feel like going
to a game.
The situation in professional sports is
already out of hand and I am afraid that a
half-filled football stadium, like a
half-filled "Pit", will be a testimonial to
alienation of fans at the college level.
And I would hope that the UMO athletic
department would keep in mind that the
one thing that is fatal to any sports
franchise or any college program would he
blatant disregard and subsequent aliena-
tion of the fans.
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ONCE A KNIGHT DID QUERY AND THE DRAGON DIP REPLY AND THE KNIGHT DID SEND SOON (ALLOW 'TWO WEEKS
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Easter egg hunt history unearthed
Easter will be celebrated this Sunday. and while
churchgoers are certain to be informed of the religious
significance of this most important Christian holidays. the
Campus staff did a little research into a secular custom
which has evolved and is closely linked with ..the
observance of this day in the minds of all of us. We are
indebted to DR. J. S. Dillard of Columbia. S.C.. a
recognized American authority on the Easter egg hunt, for
the obscure information, perhaps obtainable nowhere else.
which he graciously supplied.
"My great-great-grandfather came to this country from
England in the 1700's and settled in Oglethrope County.
Georgia. In his library were a number of hooks which he
brought .wer to this country with him." explained Dillard
as he noted how he became a reknown expert on Easter
eggs. His interest in the subject w as awakened while
Nit=r
examining this library which was left to him by his own
father. he said. "One of the books was a small volume
entitled An IndeA to English Festivals and Customs by Sir
William Appleby and published in rfsti in England."
According to Dillard. Appleby's account relates the first
published reference to the Easter egg hunt. The
illustrations, he said, are what first attracted his attention
to the book. Otherwise, he may have discarded the book.
and, indeed, missed the opportunity to figure so
prominently in such an obscurc saga. At first glance. the
line drawings looked like William Blake's. Dillard told the
Campus. although he has yet to verify the identity of the
artist.
Dillard said Appleby's account goes somewhat as
follows. In the early 1700's Sir Gordon Cosgrove.
Custodian of the Royal Archives and Historian by
appointment of the Queen. recorded a hithertofore
little-known event which occurred in a small hamlet near
the border of Stratford and Warwick counties. This w as a
festival in celebration for the benefit of his peasants. Other
Easter celebrations had been held for years. Dillard said.
but they had been almost entirely religious in nature.
The festival in Warwick county differed in one main
respect—one of the local maidens was selected to preside
over the celebration. Since the selection of the queen was
then. as non. influenced by the young girl's beauty, grace
and political influence, a more equitable arrangement was
sought. Since the days of ancient Greece. Egypt and
Persia. the return of spring has been heralded bv religious
celebrations, one of the foremost, albeit non-Christian,
svmbols used was the egg—symbolic of new life. "What
could be more fitting than the selection of an egg as the
symbol by which to choose a queen for the Easter
festival?" Dillard said.
At first, only one egg was hidden and all maidens
betweetithe age of 13 and lt4 searched diligently until the
egg was found. The finder then reigned as queen of the
festival. Shortly thereafter, the custom was modified toinclude more eggs. One white egg and several brown eggs
sere used. The finder of the w bite egg reigned as queen.
and the girls who discovered the brovin eggs comprisedher court, according to Dillard.
The cuStom of the Easter egg hunt w as established andbecame a local custom although Dillard said he could find
no record of it spreading to other communities.
The first record of an Easter egg hunt being held in thiN
country was in colonial Williamsburg. Va. in 1704. Dillard
said he obtained this information from a diary kept by Miss
Abigal Deane of Williamsburg which is still among the
Deane family heirlooms. "No doubt she marked the
occasion because she was the firq queen chtnen." Dillard
said. According to her account, the site of this historic
event was the garden of the Governor's Palace. and the
event v, as well attended. Hundreds of eggs were used and
all were dyed in many colors, although the role of queen
was reser% ed for the finder of the oure bite egg.Some eggs were hand-painted and kept as momentos of
the occasion. Dillard claims he has located three of the
original eggs intact. As collectors' items. they are
priceless, he said, although he would not divulge the sum
he paid for the one in his possession.
The Easter egg hunt has become quite a commercial
enterprise over the years. Dillard said attributing the
commercialitation to the fact that the hunt started inVirginia. and not his home state of South Carolina. "Had it
started here.•• he said. "no doubt the governor would havetaken the eggs home with him when he left office as they
generally' clean out the governor's mansion of everythingthat isn't nailed down."
